Stability and patch test performance are two important issues in¯uencing the selection of discretization algorithms for¯exible body contact problems. The patch test performance is dictated by the accuracy of evaluation of the contact integrals, not by the speci®c form of the gap, contact pressure, or contact surface de®nitions. Stability on the other hand, is related to the form of the assumed contact pressure distribution. In this paper, several commonly used contact algorithms are brie¯y summarized, and their stability in an inf±sup test and performance in a contact patch test are assessed. The existing algorithms do not satisfy both requirements. This fact has motivated the development of a new algorithm for¯exible body contact problems that results in a symmetric coecient matrix and satis®es both the stability and the contact patch conditions. Ó
Introduction
In order for any mixed ®nite element formulation to be attractive, it should satisfy the ellipticity and inf±sup conditions. With these conditions (and of course consistency) satis®ed, stability and optimal convergence (within the interpolation assumptions used) are guaranteed [1±3] . In contact problems, the inf±sup condition relates the contact pressure to the no-penetration contact constraint. Obtaining a reliable contact discretization is contingent upon satisfying this inf±sup condition.
The patch test, on the other hand, originally proposed in Ref. [4] , investigates whether an assemblage of displacement-based non-conforming elements is complete. The element passes the patch test if an arbitrary patch can represent a state of constant stress. This in turn ensures convergence for displacement-based elements as the mesh is re®ned. Similarly, patch tests can be used to test the ability of contact formulations to exactly transmit constant normal tractions between two contacting surfaces, regardless of their discretization. One way to pass the patch test is to use an approach employed in¯uid-¯ow/structure interaction analysis. This procedure however, results in a non-symmetric coecient matrix [5, 6] . Algorithms that do not pass the patch test introduce solution errors at the contacting surfaces that do not necessarily decrease with mesh re®nement. However, note that a patch test does not provide any information about the stability of an algorithm [1] and is not an issue when contact between a¯exible and a rigid body is considered.
In this paper, we brie¯y summarize several contact algorithms for¯exible bodies and discuss their stability as well as their performance in a contact patch test. Our results show that the two requirements ± to satisfy the stability and the contact patch conditions ± are not related. Finally, a new contact algorithm is presented, which is stable, optimal and passes the contact patch www.elsevier.com/locate/compstruc condition/test. We classify the algorithm as a segmentto-segment procedure since it involves an accurate integration of the contact constraints over the surfaces of the contacting bodies, not just using values at the nodes.
Contact formulation
Consider a system consisting of two bodies in contact (Fig. 1) . The contact kinematics dictate that for any admissible displacement v, there is no inter-penetration between the bodies, and the contact pressure k can only be zero or positive. These``normal contact conditions'' can be represented as g P 0; k P 0; gk 0 1 where g is the gap. For the``tangential contact conditions'', we assume no resistance to sliding. The gap g can be de®ned as
where x 1 and x 2 are appropriately selected points on the surfaces of bodies A and B, and N is a normal vector. Let V be the Hilbert space of displacements v of the bodies. For our analysis we use
where H 1 is the Sobolev space [1]
and the non-empty closed subset K satisfying the nopenetration contact constraint
Under reasonable geometric assumptions K is convex. The gap may be expressed as the sum of an initial gap g 0 (de®ned on C C ) and a normal trace operator c mapping the functions v onto the boundary
where, in general
and H 1=2 is the usual fractional Sobolev space [7] . We then de®ne the functional J(v)
where a : V Â V 3 R is the bilinear form of the elasticity problem, and f is an element of V H . The contact problem can then be expressed as a constrained minimization problem
or equivalently as a variational inequality [8, 9] find u P K such that :
Several solution techniques can be used to solve this problem. Lagrange multiplier and penalty methods are the two most commonly used. In the Lagrange multiplier method, the contact traction l is introduced as an additional unknown to the problem. For this purpose, we de®ne the space
and the convex cone Q : fl P M; l P 0g 12
We also de®ne the continuous bilinear form b on V Â M bv; l : hgv; li 13 where h:; :i denotes the duality pairing between H 1=2 C and M.
The solution to the contact problem can now be expressed as a mixed variational inequality involving displacements and contact tractions (Lagrange multipliers)
Other solution techniques for the contact problem, such as the penalty method and the perturbed and augmented Lagrange methods, are closely related to the above Lagrangian formulation [1] .
To obtain the discretized form of the Lagrange multiplier formulation of expression (14) we assume ®-nite dimensional subspaces V h & V and M h & M, and that Q h is a closed convex cone in M h . Then, we obtain
The speci®c form of V h depends on the ®nite elements used, and the form of M h depends on the contact dis- cretization. Assuming that the contact surfaces are decomposed into segments W h (not necessarily matching the ®nite elements), we can consider the following space
which involves polynomials of degree s, with C rÀ1 -continuity between contact segments.
One of the challenges in contact problems is the prediction of the actual contact surface (the active set of contact constraints). However, the objective of this paper is to assess the stability and patch test performance of dierent contact algorithms. Therefore, from hereon we assume that the contact surface C C is known. In this case, Eq. (13) becomes
and expression (15) reduces to a standard mixed variational equality and the equations resulting from its variation can be assembled in the following matrix form
where U m is a vector of m displacement degrees of freedom, and K n contains the n active Lagrange multipliers. The matrix B, which corresponds to the active contact constraints, is used in assessing the solvability and stability of the contact discretization. For mathematical analysis purposes, Eq. (18) represents the most severe case regarding the constraint condition (compared to penalty and mixed penaltyLagrange methods). This solution is also most appealing because the contact conditions are exactly enforced. Note that the constraint function method can be used to solve the contact problem without the need for distinguishing between active and inactive contact constraints [1, 10, 11] .
Considering the above discussion, we should mention that conditions similar to those of contact are encountered when domain decomposition techniques are used in parallel processing to ensure that domains are properly``glued'' together [12] . Therefore, the mortar method and related techniques can potentially be used to model contact. However, in contact analysis the contact surfaces are generally unknown and possibly involve frictional eects. Hence, an algorithm with local behavior should be used. Also, some of the ideas described in the new contact algorithm presented below are directly applicable to mortar methods.
The contact integral of Eq. (17) is typically evaluated using numerical quadrature. We assume that this quadrature is performed with sucient accuracy so that in the assessment of stability a numerical integration error can be neglected.
Criteria for assessing contact algorithms
In this section we discuss two essential requirements for contact algorithms. The ®rst is stability, which can be represented by an ellipticity condition and an inf±sup condition. Satisfying the ellipticity condition depends on the selection of appropriate ®nite elements and boundary conditions, not on the contact formulation. Therefore, we devote our attention to the contact inf±sup condition and an inf±sup test. The second requirement pertains to passing a contact patch test. An algorithm passes the patch test if an arbitrary element patch can represent a state of constant contact pressure; hence we could refer to this requirement as the``patch condition''. Note that, if any mesh con®guration fails the inf±sup test, then the algorithm fails the condition, and the same holds for the patch test. We note that in Ref. [13] , an inf±sup condition is used that can result in non-optimal estimates, and the patch condition is not considered.
Stability
It is necessary to use a contact algorithm that satis®es the stability requirements. This automatically guarantees solvability and convergence [1±3] . The ®rst stability requirement is the ellipticity condition
where a is a constant strictly greater than zero. This condition is satis®ed when appropriate ®nite elements and boundary conditions are used, and is not in¯uenced by contact. The second requirement is the inf±sup condition, which follows the general form for constrained mixed formulations [2] sup
with b a constant strictly greater than zero.
Using the dual norm
the inf±sup condition can be expressed as
where the constant b is independent of the mesh size h. This inf±sup condition should be satis®ed regardless of the technique used to enforce the contact constraints (penalty or Lagrange multipliers or both). The fractional dual norm in Eq. (22) can be evaluated as given in Ref. [7] . Also, for properly supported structures the following inequality can be used
where here and in the sequel c denotes any constant (taking on dierent values throughout the text and possibly even in a single equation), and kv h k E is the energy norm. The above equations lead to a somewhat involved test, which however, strictly should be performed. To eliminate many discretization schemes that do not pass the above test, a somewhat simpler test can ®rst be used. This test uses the inverse property
With this relationship we obtain
Hence, a``weaker'' inf±sup condition is arrived at
Namely, if this condition is not ful®lled then Eq. (22) is not satis®ed. But, if Eq. (26) is ful®lled then we cannot make a conclusion as to whether Eq. (22) is also satis®ed.
The matrix form of this inf±sup condition can be expressed as
where the S and P matrices are de®ned as
Note that matrix S could be replaced by K according to Eq. (23) . The numerical evaluation of the inf±sup condition of Eq. (22) is more complicated and needs to be performed as described in Ref. [14] . The value of the numerical inf±sup condition of Eq. (27) is determined based on the following eigenvalue problem [1, 15] G/ kS/ 30
where
If Eq. (30) has (k À 1) zero eigenvalues, then the number of contact pressure modes, k pm , in the system is
where m and n are the dimensions of the matrices in Eq. (18) . If no contact pressure modes exist, then the inf±sup value is equal to k k 1=2 , where k k is the smallest non-zero eigenvalue. Otherwise, it is equal to zero.
As stated earlier, satisfying the two stability conditions of Eqs. (19) and (22) 
The ®rst solvability condition, Eq. (33), is satis®ed for a properly supported structure. The solvability condition in Eq. (34) is satis®ed if the B matrix is of full rank rankB n 35
Algorithms that do not satisfy this condition can be solvable if a penalty-type formulation is used. However, the resulting formulation is not robust. Signi®cant numerical errors can result, especially when the right-handside gap vector is non-zero [1] .
In this study, the numerical evaluation of the solvability and stability of contact algorithms involvinḡ exible bodies was performed using the model shown in Fig. 2 with a negative initial gap g 0 . First solvability was checked, then the inf±sup test of Eq. (26) was performed and the algorithms that passed were further tested with the more elaborate inf±sup test of Eq. (22) . In all inf±sup evaluations the number of elements on both surfaces was varied. Since the writing of this paper, an analytical study of the inf±sup condition in Eq. (22) has been performed and the results obtained are in agreement with the numerical predictions presented below [16] . Fig. 2 . Geometry used for inf±sup and patch tests. Fig. 3 shows the contact patch test used in Ref. [17] . In this work, we used the patch test shown in Fig. 4 (which is similar to the test used in Ref. [18] ) and the model shown in Fig. 2 . These simpler con®gurations provide all the required information. In the exact solution of the patch test of Fig. 4 , the contact pressure ®eld and the unit vector normal to the contact surface are constant throughout the contact region. Furthermore, both discretized contact areas are identical, hence
Patch test
Based on these simpli®cations, Eq. (17) reduces to
where k 0 is the constant contact traction, and u is the vertical component of displacement. Eq. (36) also represents the work done by two equal and opposite constant pressure loads acting on both bodies, which is the expected solution for this patch test. Hence, any contact algorithm can pass this patch test if its numerical integration of the contact term in Eq. (17), or the equivalent penalty or perturbed Lagrangian term, can be equal to the integral of a constant normal traction acting on both contacting surfaces. The main obstacle hindering the exact evaluation of Eq. (17) in most contact algorithms is the form of the gap function g(v). This function is piecewise continuous along C C with possible discontinuities occurring at the nodes of either contact surfaces. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , which shows the variation of the gap function for a mesh of non-matching linear straight elements. The gap, in this case, is composed of four C 0 -continuous segments with the derivative discontinuity occurring at the nodes of either surface. Accordingly, any integration scheme involving integration points that are dictated by only one of the two surfaces cannot exactly evaluate Eq. (17) regardless of the number of integration points used. If however, the integration intervals are based on``subsegments'' corresponding to any two neighboring nodes regardless of their surface of origin, an exact evaluation is possible. A potential diculty here is that the location of the integration points is not ®xed, since the locations of the segment boundaries change due to the relative motion between the two surfaces.
Note that another way to ensure that the patch test is passed is to use an approach adopted in¯uid-¯ow/ structure interaction analysis. In this case, the¯uid tractions are applied to the structure using the consistent nodal force calculations and the¯uid nodal velocities are constrained to be compatible with the structure nodal displacements [5] . However, this approach results in a non-symmetric coecient matrix, which in¯uid-¯ow calculations does not represent an ineciency (because the coecient matrices are already non-symmetric). However, in structural analysis, we aim to use symmetric matrices.
Dierent non-matching meshes were used for the patch test in Fig. 4. Fig. 6 shows three arrangements involving dierent combinations of linear and quadratic surfaces. The contact surface C C was either de®ned on the top or the bottom body and several forms of the Lagrange multiplier ®eld l were investigated. Uniform meshes were used for both surfaces, since mesh distortion does not aect the contact patch test performance, as long as the chosen elements pass the regular patch test representing a state of constant stress.
Existing contact algorithms
In this section, we summarize various classes of contact algorithms and give an assessment of their stability and patch test performance.
Node-to-node contact
If both contact surfaces involve identical meshes with coincident nodes, a contact constraint can be applied for each node pair. The contact integral of Eq. (17) is then transformed to a summation of the form
Fig where l i is the discretized contact force at node i. This algorithm is simple to implement, however, it is only applicable to a limited class of contact problems. The algorithm passes the patch test for linear elements. For quadratic elements, the patch test is passed only if the edge nodes on one surface are paired with the edge nodes on the other surface and mid-side nodes with midside nodes. This algorithm also satis®es the inf±sup stability condition.
Node-to-segment contact
The earliest published ®nite element formulations for contact problems enforce the no-penetration condition on a node-to-segment basis as shown in Fig. 7(a) (e.g., Refs. [19, 20] ). The nodes of one surface C C commonly referred to as the slave or contactor are prohibited from penetrating the second surface C T (referred to as the master or target surface). For each node on the contactor surface C C with coordinates x i C , the displacement of the target point on C T is interpolated as follows ( 
where l i C corresponds to the discretized contact traction at contactor node i, and w i is a weight function representing the area attributed to node i, which is frequently set to 1. Then, l i C corresponds to the discretized contact force. The resulting algorithm is computationally inexpensive and easily applicable to linear and higher order elements alike, as well as 2D and 3D problems. A modi®cation of the node-to-segment approach involves enforcing the contact constraint at the integration points of the contactor surface (as opposed to at the nodes) [21, 22] . Another modi®cation involves applying the contact constraints between the nodes of the contactor surface and a higher order polynomial ®t of the target surfaces [18, 23] .
This class of contact algorithms satisfy the inf±sup stability condition. Fig. 8 shows the value of the inf±sup test of Eq. (26) for ®ve dierent meshes of the test problem of Fig. 2 . The element size h is based on the lower surface mesh. Note that the inf±sup test is passed even when the less densely meshed surface is assumed to be the contactor. The algorithms also pass the inf±sup test of Eq. (22) .
The node-to-segment algorithms do not pass the contact patch test of Fig. 4 due to the inaccurate transfer of forces from the contactor to the target surface. This Fig. 7 . Node-to-segment contact algorithm: (a) schematic, and (b) de®nitions.
can be illustrated, for the linear element con®guration of Fig. 6(b) , by assuming the correct nodal forces at one of the two contact surfaces (the contactor) and examining the forces transferred to the other surface. The expected correct values are shown in Fig. 9(a) . However, when the lower surface is selected as the contactor, the incorrect nodal forces transferred to the target are shown in Fig.  9(b) . Similar inconsistent force transfers result when the roles of contactor and target are reversed, and when quadratic or higher order elements are used.
Another problem related to algorithms that do not pass the contact patch test is that despite convergence in the energy norm, the local errors at the contact region do not necessarily diminish with mesh re®nement. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 , which shows the maximum error in r x and r y for the meshes used in the inf±sup test of Fig. 8 . The stresses are normalized by the exact value of r y .
Finally, two general observations are worth mentioning when using the node-to-segment approach: (a) selecting the surface with ®ner discretization as contactor usually produces better results, and (b) the error in the results is not necessarily smaller when using quadratic elements.
Two-pass node-to-segment contact
Two-pass node-to-segment contact algorithms eliminate the bias between master and slave surfaces by performing the nodal contact search twice [17, 18] . In the ®rst pass, one surface is treated as the contactor and the second one as the target and the roles are reversed in the second pass. The main advantage of this technique is the ease of evaluation of the contact term that is characteristic to the single-pass node-to-segment method.
However, the poor performance of two-pass node-tosegment algorithms can be illustrated by analyzing their solvability and stability. If any two nodes on both surfaces have identical locations, a duplicate constraint is created resulting in a rank de®cient B matrix, which violates Eq. (34). Two approaches may be used to overcome this problem. The ®rst involves using a penalty-based formulation, which is not reliable since Eq. (34) is still violated. The second approach involves Fig. 8 . Inf±sup value for two node-to-segment con®gurations using linear elements. Fig. 9 . Consistent force distribution: (a) exact, and (b) when lower surface is assumed to be contactor. modifying the search algorithm to detect and remove duplications. The resulting algorithm satis®es Eq. (34), however, our results show that for certain element con®gurations the inf±sup test is not passed. This can be attributed to the overconstraining of the displacements on the contact surface. Fig. 11 shows the values of the inf±sup test of Eq. (26) for the dierent meshes of Fig. 2 . The element con®guration used in Fig. 11(a) leads to a constant value of b Ã , while that of Fig. 11 (b) leads to a decreasing b Ã . However, the algorithm does not satisfy the inf±sup condition if any element con®guration fails the test. Note the brief improvement in the inf±sup value for one of the meshes used in Fig. 11(b) (for n 2) . This is attributed to the matching of the meshes since at that con®guration the lower surface has 10 elements and the upper one has ®ve elements.
For quadratic and higher order elements the double pass node-to-segment algorithm results in a rank-de®-cient B matrix even if the multipliers corresponding to coincident nodes are removed. This is illustrated using the mesh shown in Fig. 12 . Enforcing contact at the three nodes x A is guaranteed to be zero. Accordingly, the constraint at that point is redundant and the algorithm violates the solvability and stability requirements.
Although not stable, two-pass node-to-segment algorithms pass the contact patch test of Fig. 4 for linear elements. This can be explained by analyzing the kernel of the matrix B, which dictates the displacement modes that satisfy the contact constraints. Since the B matrix is overconstrained, its kernel includes only two displacement modes (in the vertical direction), regardless of the number of nodes (more modes result if any two nodes are coincident). These displacement modes correspond to a¯at contact surface. The patch test is passed since the expected contact surface is horizontal (¯at). However, this limited kernel means that any curved contact geometry cannot be achieved. In practice, some of the nodes must release from contact in order to maintain the curved geometry. This leads to a signi®cant error in results, as reported in Ref. [18] . It is worth noting that quadratic and higher order elements with the doublepass node-to-segment algorithm do not pass the patch test [17, 18] .
Intermediate contact surface
In this approach, an intermediate contact surface is developed between the two contacting surfaces as shown in Fig. 13 . The nodes on the two surfaces C A and C B are projected onto the intermediate surface C C and a contact segment is de®ned between any two projected nodes (coordinates x k C and x k1 C in the ®gure). The main advantage is that the integrand of Eq. (17) is a continuous function over each contact segment. This algorithm was developed for 2D problems with linear elements in Ref. [24] . Similar algorithms based on an intermediate surface were developed for 2D quadratic elements [25] as well as 3D bilinear elements [26] . Both algorithms, however, are considerably more complex than their linear 2D counterpart.
The 2D version of this algorithm (for linear elements, see Ref. [24] ) is similar to the two-pass node-to-segment algorithm (with duplicate constraints removed) and the same conclusions can be inferred regarding its stability and its patch test performance: it does not satisfy the inf±sup stability condition (it is overconstrained) and it passes the patch test. The intermediate surface algorithm for 2D quadratic surfaces, developed in Ref. [25] , avoids the redundant nodal constraints experienced in the twopass quadratic node-to-segment algorithm. Accordingly, it is reported to pass the patch test. However, it still remains unstable. Note that the good patch test performance of this class of contact algorithms results from the manner in which the intermediate surface segments are de®ned. These segments identify the points of discontinuity in the gap function, which were illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Segment-to-segment contact
We classify contact algorithms as segment-to-segment if they involve some form of integration of the contact constraint equations over the surfaces of the contacting bodies, that is not just using values at the nodes (see for example, Ref. [27] ). The intermediate contact surface algorithms can be considered a special case of this category of contact algorithms. In the following section we describe a new segment-to-segment algorithm that satis®es both the inf±sup stability condition and the contact patch test.
New contact algorithm
The algorithm involves a master-slave approach in which both the contactor and the target are treated as surfaces, not nodes. If the surface C C is assumed to be the contactor, then the assumed contact pressure follows Eq. (16) with a polynomial order less than or equal to that of the element interpolation, and with segments W h de®ned as the element faces on C C . Eq. (17) is then converted to a summation over its integration points (see Fig. 14 )
where v iS C , the displacement at integration point i, is interpolated from the nodal displacements on C C as follows
The interpolation of the displacement of the target point v i Ã
T is identical to Eq. (38).
Unlike in the node-to-segment approach, the Lagrange multiplier l iS C at integration point x iS C is not an independent variable. Instead, it is interpolated from the independent (usually nodal) multipliers l
where the form of the H ik C interpolation functions depends on the polynomial order and inter-element continuity of the contact pressure ®eld. Accordingly, the number of independent Lagrange multipliers is not related to the number of contact integration points. This is important in ensuring that adding integration points leads to a more accurate evaluation of the contact contribution without overconstraining the problem. The integration point locations and their weight functions can be determined based on Gaussian or Newton±Cotes integration ( Fig. 15(a) ). However, this would not satisfy the patch test. Instead, a``composite'' integration rule is used, which tracks the discontinuities in the nodes on both surfaces as shown in Fig. 15(b)±(c) . The algorithm involves two steps. In the ®rst, the subsegment boundaries are determined by projecting the nodes of the target surface onto the contactor surface (only the edge nodes need to be projected for quadratic and higher order elements). In the second step, the contact expression on each sub-segment is integrated using Gaussian or Newton±Cotes integration rules. This accurate integration feature enables the algorithm to pass the patch test for both linear and higher-order elements.
The stability of the new algorithm governs the choice of the contact pressure ®eld. Table 1 lists the possible interpolations for linear elements, their solvability and their stability. All cases were tested numerically using the contact inf±sup problem of Fig. 2 . The results reveal that the constant pressure interpolation M 0 h;0 leads to an unstable algorithm. The linear discontinuous interpolation M 1 h;0 involves more pressure degrees of freedom than there are normal surface displacements. Hence the discretization is unsolvable and of course unstable. The only feasible option is the linear continuous contact pressure ®eld M 1 h;1 (see Theorem 3 in Ref. [16] ). In all cases, stability was not aected when the roles of target and contactor were reversed. Also the choice of Gaussian or Newton±Cotes integration (of the same order) does not aect stability. Finally, applying higher orders of integration increases the accuracy (if needed) without adding new degrees of freedom that would compromise stability. [16] ). However, those with more pressure degrees of freedom have a higher convergence rate [1] . Accordingly, the quadratic continuous pressure distribution is recommended. Note that the patch test is passed for all stable contact pressure interpolations, even those that do not have optimal convergence in the solution.
The optimal convergence for this new contact algorithm results from using the highest order of contact pressure interpolation that satis®es stability (as well as the patch test). This is illustrated by applying a linearly varying displacement ®eld to the top surface of the inf± sup problem of Fig. 2 . Using linear elements results in linear convergence in the energy norm. This is true for both the new algorithm (with M 1 h;1 contact pressure interpolation) as well as the classical node-to-segment algorithm. Using quadratic elements however, yields dierent results as shown in Fig. 16 This section has focused on the stability and patch test performance of the new segment-to-segment algorithm. While the theory given here is directly applicable to 3D contact problems, the actual detailed solution algorithm still needs to be developed.
Conclusions
The stability and patch conditions of ®nite element contact discretizations have been discussed, and dierent contact algorithms have been evaluated. The results revealed that these two requirements are not directly related. The performance in the contact patch test is predominantly dictated by the accuracy of evaluation of the contact integral, not by the speci®c assumption for the gap, contact pressure, or the contact surface. Stability, on the other hand, is governed by the interpolation of the contact pressure. Node-to-segment algorithms are stable, but do not pass the patch test. This leads to discretization errors that do not decrease with mesh re®nement. On the other hand, some double-pass and intermediate surface algorithms satisfy the patch test, but are not stable. A new segment-to-segment algorithm was developed which satis®es both the stability and the contact patch conditions, using linear or quadratic element displacement interpolations. 16 . Convergence in energy norm for quadratic elements; E h is the strain energy for element size h, E is the``exact'' strain energy.
